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Event : National AA Technology Workshop
Date(s) : 09/17-19/2021
Where : Virtually (Online)

The workshop is held annually, usually in different regions of continental North America, alternating
locations evenly.  Last year the event was supposed to be held in Seattle, but COVID derailed those
plans.  This year was to be a repeat of this, as far as location was concerned, hoping things were going to
be better - but alas - COVID still lingered so we opted to host it virtually again and we did not want to risk
anyone’s life.  So, an event that would normally move around from one place to another, has had a home
in Seattle for the last 2 years and for the upcoming year.  Everyone, this is your last chance to visit locally
- we’d really love to see you come out.  I am including information from my daily submitted
email-formatted reports, only slightly changed (note on that at the ending) as part of my report.

The days were broken up into 3 sessions, with breaks spread liberally between sessions.  There was a
wide range of content, representing an international spectrum of individuals and organizations - all
utilizing technology to help enable the carrying of the message from one alcoholic to another.  We were
also privileged to have several members of the GSO staff present at the conference, as presenters and
participants.

Summarizing the experience is hard for me - there was so much and it will be percolating inside the
sponge (my brain) for some time.  What I can say is that out of the experience, I was able to get a sense
that technology and AA are not going anywhere and only getting deeper into our collective
consciousness.  It is up to all of us to not only embrace this, but understand it.  When AA entered the
world, it was a vastly larger and more expansive place.  Literally, our world had yet to open before our
eyes.  Today, that world is vastly smaller and more complex.  Technology helps us navigate some of these
complexities so that we may bridge oceans and carry the message.  While the essence of our program is
still one alcoholic working with another, a very personal item, technology allows for this personal
relationship to span gulfs that in earlier times would have had members having to literally sail uncharted
waters  by themselves.  Today, with the help of technology we get to help one another do this collectively,
so we are all never truly ever alone.

NAATW (http://naatw.org/) : Day 1

AA & Technology:
Showed up a little late but caught Billy N's amazing discussion about AA and technology.  It was
extremely informative to hear the historical context about technology and AA embrace or not-embracing
technology.  I can only implore others to catch the video from Friday's discussion topic, extremely
informative and amazing in its content and context.
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AA Japan
AA Japan came on next.  Wow, AA really is moving along in JA.  We got to hear from the members of
AA-JA's GSO.  They talked about how they used technology for carrying the message of service, both in
JAPAN and at the Oceana General Svc Conference meeting in Bangalore, India.  How AA has crossed
the international boundaries of language and culture to spawn and we can see how love & tolerance truly
is at the core of the language of the heart.

To everyone reading this, PLEASE get access to the NAATW recordings of the day -- you'll find them
informative & hopefully wonderful.
URL : https://naatw.org/2021-online-workshop/

Past workshops - with their recordings : https://naatw.org/archival-content/

NAATW (http://naatw.org/) : Day 2
** all presentations will be available to registered users via the naatw.org site **

Hybrid discussion :
Loads of great info about setting up meetings in hybrid format at the group level.
It is Important to set goals for what you want (as well as boundaries) - be specific.  Cannot be too
important, to know what your goals are & what your audience is.  Testing the setup is also important,
looking at things that will happen during the meeting - important to having a smooth meeting.
Redundancy can be a lifesaver.  In a few of these presentations, they outlined how having a layer of
redundancy has really helped when issues happened.  Training a few people to operate the meeting
setup can be extremely helpful -- cause if the main person cannot make it, the meeting can still go on.
Another thing to consider is the time it takes to setup the system.  In the case of an area meeting - it could
mean getting there several hours early - to account for setup and testing.

It's important to note that there is no out-of-the-box solution, it's going to be unique to every situation -- so
knowing your audience is really important.  There are many different items that can be interchanged to
get you to where you want to be, you just have to do some experimenting and not be afraid.  We gotta
learn to walk before running.

Another item to consider is what you are asking of your tech volunteers.  If they are full participating
members, how can their participation be maximized, while maintaining their volunteer duties.  Another
factor to consider is steps/things done to prevent zoom/multi-media burnout.

Lightning Talks:
District office person : trials and tribulations to setting up a district office when everyone seems to be not
in line for an assist.  grasshopper (phone system over the internet), really was a lifesaver - allowed for
smooth transitions to different volunteers, easy transfer of calls, etc -- a real lifesaver.

Challenges w/ carrying the message to facilities ... (question that was asked : why invite a problem into
their facility?) ... had the effect of causing them to focus on every interaction -- on being the solution.

Gentleman setting up area site w/ meetings in python.  Consider the medium you are working in -
electronics : zoom : internet : equipment >> in all these things a willingness to learn is key.  He was able
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to get a decent system up with minimal learning, a willingness to do some coding and patience & time (it
wasn't gonna happen over night).  book he utilized, "qt5 python gui programming"

TIAA Forum Updates:
What is it, a place to discuss using technology to help carry the message of AA.
Why?  We come to the forum to share our experience about using tech & aa, to exchange info about
using tech & aa.  There are a lot of great discussions always going on - people talking about tech & aa
that we all seem to want answers to.
Who are the members?  Really anyone interested in tech & aa -- mainly trusted servants throughout the
aa spectrum.  Members range from absolute novices to technology giants.  All coming together in the
spirit of collaboration.

History : started out of the first NAATW and then in 2015, a pilot program was started ... and has grown
from there to over 2200 members actively using it with over 7800 pages views per month.  In 2019, the
forum went 501c3 formally.

What kinds of things are talked about?
As an example, leading topics currently being discussed ...

● using wordpress
● using the tsml wp plugin
● feeding data to the meeting guide app
● website hacking
● zoom hybrid meetings : small groups to districts to areas
● 7th tradition & online contributions, how to handle it & preserve anonymity
● telephone hotline options and information (grasshopper-like)

and there are many many more, so sign up and be a part of the discussion...

Where from here:

● more commonly available to average user
● better moderation : more orderly discussions - they can easily get off topic
● make the forum less dependent on a few individuals, spreading the knowledge transfer around
● making the forum more available to many other AA communities (CPC/PI/etc), they are starting

to add forum discussion groups for these many areas.

how to sign up (for the newbie) ... go to https://tiaa-forum.org/ : click and follow link to join - enter the
needed info and submit, you will then be sent an invitation to join once you register to join.

TIM : open-source / TSML
Lots of interesting info on the code4recovery.org activities.  Covered the tsml plugin, the new UI, the
github.com site for those wanting to contribute on the coding side, plus discussions on where the plugin is
going from now and many many questions about the tsml plugin.  There was a discussion about the pdf
maker, and it being its own microservice, which should help groups with getting data out in pdf format.
Joining code4recovery is fairly easy, they need help in all kinds of areas, just go to their site and ask to be
of service.
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Link - https://github.com/code4recovery

<gomer pyle here> g-o-l-l-y ... loads of great info in the afternoon sessions.  had to just listen to take it in.
so notes may be a little impish.

SEO:
Driving people to our site by using intelligent search engine terminology which will drive organically grown
viewership - that means they'll naturally follow the breadcrumbs we lay out for them ...
google business listing (gbl) ... utilize - our area business address is likely not on the gbl, if it is - we
"claim" the business and implement SEO friendly info to help drive access to our site.  this is not
sensational advertising (to those who were thinking it) ...

Most recovery meetings are listed as 'treatment' or 'recovery' related programs < that is more treatment
center-centric and not really who we are -- we're non-profit organization type'd.
so its important to get into this, we can "claim our business address" in google and then administer its
searchability by doing some items,
having a short (64 character long) description is very useful - NOT THE FORWARD to the x edition, it'll
run too long -- this is where some effective verbiage can be helpful.  a phrase that was tossed out that
was effective was, "alcoholism recovery program"

re: google business listing : its now the modern day version of yellow pages, we should be listed as
"non-profit organization"

While the discussion was drifting into verbage for SEO, my thoughts went to these (as well as some they
mentioned) .. some SEO thoughts ...

● 'do you have a problem with drinking'
● 'i cannot stop drinking"
● 'i want to stop drinking'
● 'i think i have a problem drinking'
● 'can i stop drinking'
● 'am i an alcoholic'
● 'what is aa'
● 'alcohol use disorder'
● 'alcoholism'
● 'alcohol abuse'
● 'alcoholism recovery program'
● 'how to get and stay sober'

apps/services:

1. yoast -- SEO for everyone - its a WP plugin that is free, has 5 star rating and is THE most used
SEO plugin hands down

2. ahrefs.com : a service for SEO help

they even showed our (area72) page - for content
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SEO : birds of a feather discussion
more references about items to utilize for SEO like,

● google site kit
● keyword planner
● "lighthouse" (google extension) : for chrome, seo

an SEO thought gleaned

● main keyword | description | 2nd description | images or otherwise

example (nothing more than 34 chars long):

● alcoholism recovery program | non-profit organization | 'do you want to stop drinking'

There is serious concern about being associated w/ google, but that seems more fear driven.
adding SEO can have a REAL effect on our site and its ability to get bodies in recovery, aka fresh calls to
central service offices or 24 hour hotlines

GSO
The GSO presenters were amazing.  What they are doing for us, man!  I have nothing but respect for the
services that they provide us.  There was a lot of info on what they did, their committee's did and
explanation/information of where they were going and technology and AA.  Their presentations were very
nice and informative.  It was nice to have a B "boozer" trustee present as well, I know I had the feeling like
we were definitely in the room, when decisions were being made.  Like, though they were at a level
above, they were still looking towards bringing the message directly to the person needing a hand.  Check
out the recording of their session, so much they do for us - and this was only 4 people!

Evening Session was birds of a feather, to which I incorporated most of my notes
above.

From last night, I was inspired by something that BillyN was chatting about in his talk.  He had indicated
that some time ago, someone in the grouping of trusted servants he was working with had chatted about
putting a link on the main front age of the site they were associated with that essentially said, "call now"
and it dialed the number - as a way of getting people to call in.  People that heard this were aghast and
told him that they did not think it was a good idea.  An AA sight no saying call us, imaging that.
Well, You can relax, I am not going to put a link on the front page for that (unless directed to), but we do
have a listing of hotlines for all of western washington, and it really is not much work to turn the numbers
we list into links that when a mobile user sees the listing and clicks the number, it initiates their phone's
dialing mechanism so they can literally call in.  So, that's what i'm doing ... adding the small bit of code
required to do just that.  I have done about 75% as of this writing.  Just go to the Contact section and
select the sublink to Hotlines of Western Washington ... and any of the hot links will do it.  For those that
are curious, it's only this ....
Original entry (example) : 123-456-7810
New entry (example) : <a href='tel:1234567810'>123-456-7810</a>
That's it ... mobile user clicks the link and it initiates their dialer and all they have to do it hit the green talk
button and they'll be able to reach out.
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Well, enough out of me -- its sleepy time.  I do owe ya'll an apology though.  I totally fudged the timing on
the Google Workshop (I had figured it started @ 11 - when it does - 11 EST, not PST).  So I'll miss 2 hours
of the NAATW tomorrow morning (I really want ya'll to be comfy with google), but alas - I know the tech
guru's and I'll just watch the recording right after it's done saving to the cloud.  Just want that bit of
transparency called out.

NAATW (http://naatw.org/) : Day 3
Wow ... man o man.
Started with this video : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7x-1w_Gx9rQ

Fellowship to the rescue: The inside story of the first virtual general service conference
How everything just seemed to gel into this perfect storm of unity & service which presented the
opportunity to bring the general service conference virtual (where it was for the second year in a row this
year) and what went on behind the scene, heard from the principals.  It was interesting to learn how
icypaa played a role in this happening and a nod to the ypaa's out there to keep on keeping on -- ya'll
affected things at a high level, just by being who you are -- young people having a great time in recovery
in the stream of life.

I missed the NAATW members meeting, in order to present my google workshop.  However, our own
Eddy M-M (aka your Alternate-Treasurer) was elected as alternate chair of the NAATW National Steering
Committee -- congratulations Eddy!!!

12 Traditions in the digital world
Lots of great info presented from the panelists.  Keeping in line with the traditions, keeping it real.  They
provided links to some of our favorite conference approved literature pieces,

● AA Group : https://www.aa.org/assets/en_US/p-16_theaagroup.pdf
● 7th Tradition : https://www.aa.org/assets/en_US/f-3_selfsupport.pdf

I know I plan on taking some time to re-read these ... everytime I exit one of these things I feel as if I have
been given yet another set of new glasses to read the material through.

Concept 12 - Vital principles for effective teamwork
Buck (a new member of the NAATW National Steering Committee also) had an incredible and informative
presentation on concept 12 and the warranties.  I have asked for a copy of the side deck, as I cannot do it
justice - its content was extremely informative and thoughtful.  What I can say is that this concept is so
important that there really cannot be too much information about it (speaking for myself) to aid me in any
decision making in relation to this concept.  When I receive a copy of the deck I'll add to my drive and add
a link to my report.

How will online groups have their voices heard?
This was a really informative piece.  There are already online groups out there that are a part of the
respective geographic areas - being included and having their voices heard.  What I found interesting was
a proposal for virtual districts/areas & regions - North American locale-ly, utilizing time zones as a
demarcation point for virtual districts.  The proposal was well thought out and did not disclude groups that
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were already participating with their respective areas, but proposed a potential framework for
representation (proportional) at the district, area and region level.

A note on corrections from the originals:
Only slight modifications for ‘tense’, spelling, grammar or capitalization were made.  I attempted to keep
the info as close to the original emails as possible.  So, individuals on the ‘committee’ distribution listing
will not have to resend out that email as well.

Closing:
So, there you have it.  My notes / report from this year’s conference.  To everyone reading this, please go
to https://naatw.org and register.  You will have access to several years worth of workshop content.  Go to
https://tiaa-forum.org/ and register.  There they are tackling technology issues today, together we can help
each other and do amazing things while still reaching out our hands and helping the fresh wet drunk.

Serving you all as your webservant is a true privilege.  Getting the chance to go to an amazing workshop
and bring back items to help you all is also an amazing privilege.  I feel lucky that I get to do both for you.

Semper in servitio (ever in service),
James A Cookson
Area 72 Webservant
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